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teacher tools
From bland to brilliant! From the cutie-pie 

clipboard, to the cheery miniature chalkboard,   
to the festive apple with caterpillar pointer, to
        the over-the-top card holder tin—every

          piece says “thank you teacher!”

hooray for
teachers!

pin and paper
Little things can say a lot, 

especially when you make them 
yourself! Win your teacher over 

with quirky pushpins (bottle 
cap embellishments topped 

with paper and glued to basic 
thumbtacks) and sweet little clips 
(transformed with patterned paper 

and coordinating ribbon). Or 
better yet, make their day with a 
handmade card using scrapbook 
paper, stamped greetings, and 
coordinating embellishments.

Fun and easy gifts to show your favorite teacher 
just how much you appreciate them!

What would we do without teachers? 
They show us the ropes when we’re 
tackling our ABC’s & 123's. They 

guide us through years of  papers and 
projects and practices—all to prepare 

us for the future. So, why not show 
them how much they really mean to 

us with a classroom full of  handmade 
gifts from the heart!



letter love
For a homeroom wall or a corner 
desk, this colorful monogram is a 

personal keepsake any teacher would 
love. To make it, simply cover a chip-

board letter with acrylic paint and 
school paper-style scrapbook paper 
(with edges inked for depth). Then, 

finish with cheery accents, from
bold 3-D embellishments, to 

shiny epoxy stickers, to bright 
coordinating ribbons.

desk set
Practical doesn’t mean plain! These 
terrific gifts combine function with 
oodles of teacher-friendly fun! The 
colorful paperweight tops the stack 
with bright printed paper, bookish 

ribbon, and a bold 3-D embellishment. 
And the cute little desk clock? It 

features a quirky paper clip pattern, 
school-inspired stickers, and colorful 

coordinating ribbons.

gift guild
Any teacher will tell you…presentation can 
make or break the grade. With that in mind, 
make an “A” for effort with a cutie-pie card 
or a gussied-up gift sack. These projects 

feature everything from eye-popping papers 
to alphabet stickers. And don't forget the cool 
school embellishments…they’re loaded with 
bold ribbon, star-shaped clips, colorful brads, 

and self-adhesive gemstones.

#1 teacher card
Layers of coordinating papers make the grade 

for this encouraging card. The piece stands 
out with crinkly ribbon, colorful clips, and 

assorted brads.

frame regard
A frame is a terrific way to remind your 

teacher of her favorite student! This 
lightweight piece is paper-maché. It was 

transformed with fun paperclip scrapbook 
paper, cheery coordinating ribbon, and a

cute fabric and gemstone brad.
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color coated
Show your favorite teachers just how much you appreciate them when you craft these one-of-
a-kind projects. From the imaginative crayon wreath, to this cute paper-maché pencil holder, 
to a darling door hanger, these pieces are bursting with the joy of color! Featured on these 
gifts: Lively scrapbook paper, bright alphabet stickers, fun felt embellishments, and more!


